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Purpose c:nd Scope 
CH;1PTEH I 
DIJTRODUCTION 
This i s a study of fifteen alcoholic male po.t i ents at the 
'ivashinetonian Hospital in Boston , .Ha.s s a chusetts . .11l cases have been 
.::~ ctive durinl'l' t he years 1942 t hrough 1950, and five cases have been 
C<".rri ed by t he 1·rri ter. The study has as its pn :r-pose t he foll mrinG: 
1. The determination of vrhc:t cormnon environmental pressures r e 
invol ved. 
2 . The determinat i on of wh t ~r ssures of t he envi::-orur.ent .~.id i n 
the a cceptance of t r en.tment by t he <l.lcoho)j_c pc.tient. 
3. The ;:malysis of the so cial 1-ro rke::.~ J s r ole , a.nc. the dete rminc:tion 
of the services the 1-ror lcer can n r ovide to promot e c:.cceptance of 
treat ment . 
Lt.. The determi.'I1Dt:i.on of hov-r envirorunent al pressur es that may hinde 
the a cceptance of trectment may be eliminded by t he socia l >·rorke · .. 
This study vrill be cl.es c ri~ltive r 2. he ~ t hc:n eva.l v.ative bece>:use 
of t.he lim_i_ted nwrtber of sieni ficant cc.se hi stor i e s e.vailab _e . 
The f i ftee1 ceses studied Hill in c ude s m<my v2.ri 2.tions of 
env · Y·onmen'- al m.·ess es as possi ble to shoH the varying degrees of these 
nr·essures . 
Sources of D:;~.ta c> nd l-1ethocl of Procedure 
Cc se :.·ecords f J. ·om the file s of L:,he \'lr.shingtoni n H snite.l 
nrovic ed the s ou:r·ce od! d:::.t a . All cases Nere el cted for t e · .mo mt of 
v :'.li l r..::terial prese t :in. the re coTdine . Ten cc:.s es ' ·rere active during 
the yec:.rs 191.:.2 to 191.:.8 . Five c.?.. es vre e ca ried b' the H:v-i te:v- d l!i g 
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the l atter half of the year 1949. 
In selecting cases to be studied all records in the file of the 
Washingtoni an were surveyed. The following steps 1vere taken to eliminate 
those cases with no significance to the study: 
1. Cases v.rith no social service recording were eliminated. 
2. In the second step, social service records were scanned, and 
those with only very short term contacts "tvere eliminated. 
3. The remaining cases were read, and those which did not have 
pressures of the environment were discarded. 
4. In the final step, the remaining thirty-three cases were studied 
and fifteen selected as being the most significant in content, 
quantity of recording, and social service contact. 
To make the study more meaningful several authoritative studies 
have been utilized. All conclusions are based on the material present in 
the fifteen cases under study, but only five cases ar e presented in detail 
in order to illustrate pertinent points • 
Since this ·study is not conducive to the statistical method of 
presentation , the cases presented 'ltrere selected with the following points 
in mind: 1) presence of environmental pressures, 2) variations in the 
types of pressures seen in the cases, 3) the demonstrability of some 
signi£icant points in each case , 4) the extensive use of t he social 
service department, each case being carried a sufficient length of time 
to make conclusions valid. 
Limitations 
This study is limited in scope because of the lack of material 
2 
been cai'l~iec~ b;r seve ''e.l r1iffe :.·ent ':rorf:c"s, 2.-t different nco:io ls of tin.e, 
""Ubjecti-cit~r is lill<".V0i _<'.ble i n sone insto.nces . I t nust 2.lso Je r ointed 
0ut the.tJ 2.] l the n '1.t ients (l.id not accc···t the san,e t:::eo.tnent nJ_rn . For 
thi~ re.:.son the conclusions must b'3 r'ene··.c·.J. :'.I1_rl no~ El.~•plic2.ble to one 
trectment <>.s :o-uch . 
Reasons fo ~,· the Stud;r 
IJ.:.-rt of 2 terH of '·rod:ers inclucl.in.::; psychictrist" , clo cto~·s , mp·sos, 2.ut 
b sic ther-aputic re~~·:·ionshin , the socio.l Ho :·l~er CL'.n be of r.::--e;:-J:, v<''ll.G 
of ·1: •. 1e c<J.se . In tD. l~~in.::-; c-.bout tho scrne of t he socir•.J. UO J'"e·_· t ::: efforts 
i n 'To:·l-:: '.rith the a]_cohoJic pc:.ticnt i-I:J.rjo: ·i e H. Bor~r:s hc.s this to "c.zr : 
IIe~1cr'', not holding om·selves res~)onsiblc for Ol::;~ f<.•il.1.r~·e 
to effect c1.ce"' ;·re fiml ever in.cr ec:.s:· n--: se.tisfPction j_n tho 
noc1if:rinr; c.ncl <~llevi<·.tin;--~ :.:esults HC w.vc been able to .:''.Chieve 
l.li t 1 so•·,1e alcoholics e.nd_ thci ,:· f c:.m::i.lies . To t"l i !!linish the 
::i.!1tensit~r of ·C.!1e <'.ddic·sion, to inc::e2.se the nLLmbe,:· <:.nd du:··[•.tj_or 
of ned_or s ol y·e ·l c:.t ive st~bilit;r in tl:.c f 2.r.•iJ.;;r , to Jessen ·i~he 
intel1si"c..y of the fc>.Ed.l;:r ' s rec.ct i on to the ineb:ci<.:.te A.nd nrovide 
sub::rtitute Si'.tisf2.ct::i.ons E'.:ce Hithin om· sco~1c to <.. .cco:mnlish . (J.) 
(1) If2.::·jorie H. Bo ··gs , T.1e Role. of Socic.l Hm:·k in !_._he TPe<:.tmcnt of 
Inebrio.tes, Qunrte :o.·J.y Jou:r·nal of St K i f-3 on ".ic c)ho]_, Vol . IV, l! l-~o 
E2.:c•ch, ·:L9!.J.,, n.5 ,...'7 
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J'Tis:-:> Bo~~s continues : 
To be stn'e , these envi!··onme t~1.]_ nress tP:-oe s o.rc often <'. YJP.Tt 
o? th"' vi ci ous ci ' 'Cle of the e.J.::oholic ' s mm m<.'.ld.nr~; · ) Ut theY 
are thinr.·s l e consciousl:r does not uc.nt £md th<t c~.use h:iJ'1. '' 
cm~ce:-·n even 1:hi]_e t 1e•.r n:.'ovi de J"i:.'.t ionn.l:i.~.e.tion fo r· 1is 
ch·:i.n dn[? . The me·~··c l:'.lte :::·c:1.t:i_on of t !esc fc-lcto -('S m_i[pt. do Jj_tt1e 
else them force h:in to find diffe rent ey:cuses, but co:r:tbiner~ 
·-ri t 1 2. tot,_l rwogran. o·" -,..ch<.bi lit.ation the;;r may h<~.Ye considel'o.ble 
e~o-enhancemenu V<'J.luo. ( 2 
'i'hl. "' ~.._'lCl _; . '1 ·l· o sl101.•.r +'11e env l· ·.·onn1en+c·~.]_ ·reo ' h t ' · ----~ '"'" • .1 ~ u u u ., ~)- c.SSUJ'8S ·c, _ _c. 08Sl02e 
a lcoholic natients , a.nci l•rha.t t he soci o.}. ':Tod.-er C3.n. rlo about 8.D.eYio.tin,n; 
fo--· those ':!10 c.1"'8 hc.Vi11E T'"ODJ.el:ls C<:'.nsed by t,)1e env:hrom,ent, enc1 i· ,"' 
n"es :;n:ces. To be 11 cu·,..ed " an alcoholic r'.nst ,_.ran-t to J'ecover, E<.ncl he 
must beli eve that he :i.s r>.ble to r·e cove r . .'. ctu2.l]_~r there is o " cL.E~e " 
Ho':rcvc:::· , he cc::..n be :>:·ehE'.bilit c.ted , 2.ncJ. his ,y. ·ob1ePl of i neb:. i e.tion c.~ est.e • 
1 the _ ·<J.~:r has <:l.S its s oc>.]_ the e l ini11o.tion of the first clr::i_nJ::. To 
m 'omot.e this aT. estinr; o f tl1e tu ·~e fo •· the f:l.-rst d:··ink the social For1-::er 
t!'ies to DC'.ni::ml2.te n:. essm·es f:com the outs:i rl n SO t hat th · YJ<'.tient is E'. le 
to :function at hin fullest capacity in th r> ll out e ffo :·t to con.bCJ.t 
_ inldn,::·. Dr i nl-:inc is c. i'2Y renchin:7 nl··ob}_en and has its effet ts on 
1· hole f 2J'1ilies , even thou:;h o 1J.y o 1e 1. e:1be r is ::m inebrie.te. This D <- er 
i c ·rri tten ·c.o t ry e.nrl shoH ho~·: the sociCl.l 1·."0)'l:e:c can help ·these ~atients 
c:.nd t hei r famili es, b~r usint; thAse nr·cssnTes to brinr on 2.cceptance o f a 
t rc<'.tm.ent . This study vriJ..J. sho1·! hmr ue c<•.n e ]iminD.te nresc;u~·es, <md. it 
':rill_ :J.J so shovr 01·! 1·re can u s e those nr·fls l!'es ])resent to be t a.dvD.nte.n-e . 
( 2. ) Ibid 
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CHAPTER II 
THE WASHINGTONI~T HOSPITAL 
Introduction 
The availability of hospital resanrces for the chronic alcoholic 
patient is of concern to social >'lorker and layman alike. It has been 
brought out by a recent survey that there is a lack of these facilities. 
This survey points out that: 
· s far as we knmlf, only two of the special institutions, the Lambert 
Foundation in Los Angeles and the Washingtonian Hospital in Boston, 
appear to have any eclectic leanings and to vary the type of 
treatment given in accordance vdth the individual needs of the 
patient. 1 
The hospital of today sometimes has a ward for alcoholics, but the 
vast majority refuse these men admittance Unless they consider the that 
the alcoholism is a secondary disease. This fact magnifies the importance 
of the Washingtonian, as this hospital gives medical men opportunities to 
study alcoholics as individual cases, with emphasis on t he addiction. 
~tory and Current Status of the Washingtonian Hospita~ 
It was before the Civil War, in 1S59, that a group of Boston's 
leading citizens incorporated to found a Home for the care of 
alcoholics. Tre:,,tment for chronic alcoholism was rarely if ever 
carried beyond the sobering-up stage, and modern therapies were 
unkl.lo'Wil. For eighty-one years Boston had a Home, but no Hospital 
for alcoholics • 
In 1939 the Home was reorganized as the Hashingtonian Hospital 
by Dr. Hilbert Day and his associates. In 1942 Dr. Joseph 
Thimann, the present medical director of the hospital started 
the Conditioned Reflex Therapy which has helped so many alcoholics 
back to complete rehabilitation. 
1 Corwin and Cunningham, Institutional Faciliti~ f££ ~ 
Treatment of Alcoholism, Research Report No. 7, P• 52, 19l~ 
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Research, modern therapies, social service '\vork with patients 
and their relatives, out-patient clinics, the Conditioning Club, 
are all integral parts of the vlashingtonian Hospital, tvhere 
patients are accepted from all walks of life., regardless of 
economic status, race, religion, or place of residence. The 
chief focus of the hospital's endeavors is placed on the 
treatment for ch~onic addiction to alcohol and on permanent 
rehabilitation. 
Admission Policies 
A patient may be admitted in one of two ways • He aay come to 
the hospital on a voluntary basis, signing himself in and leaving at his 
own discr etion, after serving three days notice in ~~iting. The nearest 
relative or physician may conunit the patient on a temporary care paper, 
but only for a period not to exceed fifteen days. The patient may remain 
after this period if he \vishes, but he cannot be held against his \•.rill. 
The first few days in the hospital are spent in the admitting 
ward. Here the patient is detoxicated. There are several methods that 
might be used, but the Washingtonian utilizes the sub-shock dosage of 
insulin method, followed by the neutralization of the body by dextrose. 
The length of time this process takes varies with the patient, but it 
usually takes at least one 1.;eek to complete the dealcoholization process. 
Duri.11g this time the patient is built up physically '\<lith vitamins , a 
balanced diet, and the proper amount of rest. Again this varies vdth the 
individual patient, some requiring sedatives in order to rest properlY. 
Not all patients come to the hospital in an intoxicated condition, 
Some come to take 11 preventive staysn, so that they •rill not take part 
in the bout that they feel impending. Some come to take treatment 
2 Joseph Thimi3.rm, Annual Report of the Washingtonian Hospital, 194S 
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aftel' realizing they cannot cure t henseJ.ves 1-rithout sm1e hel p. 11 
e.re r;i ven the o~~ortunity to take e.r1wmtC\.•·e of the f o.ci liti es of t he 
hos~ital, and to e;Edn the re 1abilitation the;.r need. 'rhe time '.-rhen the 
reh bilitc>tion ~llc.ns are off ered t o t he pat i ent c1.enends l areely on h i s 
condition , and his :9roe;ress in t he c~eto:d.. cat ion ~ro cess . cervices e>.re 
not offered until the natient i s sufficient:L_v clear of mind to ful:ly 
corn~Jrehendthc services , and to ma-ce t,he llest use of t1eJ'1 , ,.r. thin his 
ovm ca'Jc.bilities. 
The ~vo·rkin.aol:.Parole Pl<Jn 
- -- -
One of the m'oblem.s eve r nresent in any t reatment situation i 11 e. 
hosni t D.l enviror1Jnent i s that of the abi. ity of the natient to t;::l.J<:e time 
off f :>"om his job . ·ro enable the natient to cil·cumvent this nroblem, and 
at the same time to give him a feeling of beinr: n'··oductive Hhile taldn~ 
trea:tment , the hospi te>.l has inst ituted a 1-ro r ki n >;- paroJ.e ~lan . In this 
plan the ~atient spends hi s days at 1·.'orl , but i s only 11 on le< ve 11 , and 
must et urn to the n r otective envi r onment of the hosni t c.>. l evenings and 
\·reek ends . I n this 1·:ay he i s afforded the nrote ction he needs t o nreven t 
hi s curt<-,.i l ing treatment by drinking . 
The :oatient 3;oes thr ough t he usual admiss i on procedures, and 
uhen able t o fnn ction a equ tlt.e ly a _ one is allo ·Jed to No :k on t he outsicl.e . 
I f he does not hc:.ve 2. job socie.l s ervice <'.ids him in obtaining one. 
The i mport a1 ce of developi ng the l)e.tient 1 s self- confid'3nce , and sense of 
o. chievment can not be over emnhasi?.ecl. He lmclerfoes t is naro e on 
voluntary basis, and if unable to finance a treatment befor e no':J, is 
c<iven a very constructive \·!e.y to solve t his pro 1lel"l. I t h s been faun 
that a pa.tient 1·rho pays fo r his ovm treatment is more se r-ious about the 
help he is receiving and has a better p:::·oc:nosis. 
Since a .e;oocl deal of our problem Hith the alcoholic involves 
st:!:'esses of the environment, ·this _Jlan is irn.__Dortnnt in that it relieves 
him of much of the envi r onmental :pressures he has had to face. In 
a cl.cl.ition it enables the staff to be in conta ct 1·rith the patient fo~ "'· 
sufficient lene;th of time to 1.mderstand his 1·rhole problem, and to offe ~ 
services on a long- rane;e basis. We can see that this controlled 
enviromnent is of help to staff and natient a]j_ke • 
.."illtabuse Treatment 
In 1947 tvm Dcmish s cientists accidentJ ... Y discove r ed this ne1·r d:>:>ug, 
and the use that could be made of it vlith alcoholics in hel:oing them t o 
abstajn from the first drink . The l.fa.shingtonian noH gives this treatment 
on iJ. selc cti ve basis.. Ant abuse is a nilJ.. tha.t,, 1,-rhen taken in the prone r 
closa.ge, 1'rill cr eate a thr eat that enables the alcoho l ic t o abste>.in. At 
the '\'Jashingtonian patients are required to spend at least tvrenty- fom-· 
hours a H~ek in the hospital, fo r the six >•reeks be ginning treatment. 
Reasons fo~" this are meclieal , and involve the saf ety of the pe>.tient. 
This neriod also nrovides an opportunity for the medical staff to observe 
the results of treatment , as it j_s sti ll i...11 a research sta.e;e. After the 
first six v·meks the pat i ent cernes t o the hospital on c>.n out- patient basis · 
once a 1-Teek to have ;JSychiatric interviews and. receive his allotment of 
a.ntabuse pills. Antabuse is a pre'l!ientive to enable the patient to abstain 
from the first drink, but it is the ac comt1anying psychotherapy that 
helps to bring on lasting abstinence • 
.',dr en A.l Corte::-: 
his treat L'l.ent i s on a j_'esearch bc-1. i s a t pr e sent . It i s not an 
ave r s i on ~)lan or a threateninp, treA.t ment , 11here t he pee tient becot1e s i JJ_, 
but it doe s serve i:,he :t.Jlil.rpose of 1JreventinE, the f i rst dr ink, Hhich so of t en 
s t art s t he vicious cir cle . It i s given on bot h an out- patient , and ho,_lse 
!Jatien·i:, basis . Bas i cally i t a f fe ct s the s up;aT count of the body and 
eliminat e s t he desi.l~e f or a l coho l . I t is a ccom9anier by psy chotl erc.!JY, 
eithe1·· through indivic'tno.l. inter vieus, o:c fS1'0Up theT<l;::>Y rne et ings , as i s all 
treat ment a.t the ;·.Jashington i an . At 1Jresent i t h s been given only t o a f e. 
natie11.ts over a. shor t peri od of t i me , but resul t s ar·e e 1couraginr; . The 
treatl!lerrl~ is p;iven b;r inje ct ions . ThrP-e are p:iven t he f i:cst Heck, t Ho t e 
s econd vJeek, and one a Heelc for an indefinite r;eriod after thErL . This r- 2. 
requires at ]_east tuo "\-reeks of hosDitalizE'.tion as the ::'3.tient must be 
deto:e:ic2.te rl. f i rst, a.nd it i s felt best that he be i n the hOSiJitc.J_ f or his 
firs t three i n jections . The se cond 1·ieck the 1)c.t ient com · s in for a short 
lJreventi vc1 stav . 'f'he remai n:i..Eg il1.jections .:mel nsychic.tric :i.nte~·vie~·rs ar-e 
. ~ 
Concl_·i t ioned. H.efJ ez Therapv 
I n 19L~2 Dr . 'rhirnann started this therapy at the .I<l.shington:i_o.n, ancl 
it ho..s o..dvanced in te ch..YliquPs and e ffic iP-ncy throue;h t he yee.rs . 1\+, D esen-'-
it is -t,he most nroven method userl. a t the \'l2.shi nt;toni2.YJ. Ho spi t al. I t, is 
o~:· ~' ycho l ogica l ree>.sons ~ I t is "'- medical t rea.t m8nt, <'".ccompanied by 
~Js~rchotherapy •. Dr . Thi.rnarm states : 
t is \Jase 1. on the e}':neriment s of Pavl ov 1r.rl1o ex:posecl l1i c (ioGS 
I 
II 
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simultaneously to food and the sound of a bell, for a series 
of sessions with the result that the dogs soon developed an 
association betv~en food and the bell; in other words they 
reacted to the stimulus of the bell alone with the s~ reflex 
responses of the increased secretion of saliva and gastric 
juice as they did to the sight, taste, and smell of food. 
The alcoholic is likewise exposed to the sight, smell, and 
taste of alcoholic beverages on the one hand and to the action 
of a nauseant drug on the other. The result is similar to 
that if you ingest tainted oysters and become violently ill; 
no matter how fond you l'fere of oysters before you got sick, 
you won't care for them after that. 
This reflex action is called tl conditioned reflex11 and is apt 
to fade out after several months, i5 it is not reinforced 
by protective follow-up treatment. 
ttThis treat~nt is not given to all patients, there being some 
contra-indications to its use. Mental defectives, psychotics, drug and 
alcohol addicts, criminals, and those constantly exposed to alcohol in 
professional and social contacts are excluded.r.n 4 
Before the patient is allowed to take this treatment he is 
given a physical examination, including an electrocardiograph. This is 
. :i.rnportant, as the treatment :involves a long period of six weeks, and 
during this time the patient is apt to lose weight and be under a great 
physical strain. Each patient must nollf rema:in in bed for four weeks 
after the initial treatment sessions because of the effect of the emetic 
on the muscular system. 
Important in this therapy is the protective environment that is 
provided by the hospital and the follow-up maintained thr ough a club of 
patients who have taken the conditioning treatment. This club meets 
3 Joseph Th:i.mann, Mental Hygiene in the Rehabilitation of Alcoholics ,p .1 
4 Joseph Thimann, The Conditioned Reflex Treatment for Alcoholics,p.llO 
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twice a month and mewbers are encouraged to write a letter if they are 
tmable to attend. This group therapy has been found to be of great value 
in helping the patients to maintain sobriety. In addition, the patient 
must return to the hospital in a regUlar basis for reinforcements. Six 
of these are given in one year at progressively longer time intervals. 
Fees 
-
The hospit al charges weekly board and room rates. These include 
medical care, but no special exa~ations or treatments. These rates 
vary, and are flexible. Full rate patients are charged eighty dollars 
for a double room, and one hlmdred dollars a vfeek for a single room. Of 
dourse these rates apply even during the first week when the patients 
ar e usually in the admit ting ward. There are a fe\of free beds for those 
patients wit h no financial resources. Private social agencies are not 
charged the full r at.e, but get a token rate. 
Patients on Y.TOrking-parole pay a vmekly board and room rate in 
proportion t o their earnings. The responsibility of the patient ~or 
home finances is also taken into consideration in setting the fee. 
There is a small eharge for psychiatric interviews, Y.rith three 
dollars t he minimum fee. Adrenal cortex injections are char ged for in 
relation to the patient's ability to pay. At present this cost is very 
low, but may inc~ease later due to cost of the adrenal cortex . The 
conditioned reflex treatment of a year is charged for in proport ion to 
the earnings of the patient, and his responsibilit ies. It must be pointed 
out that all charges at the \'lashingtonian are made 1-dth the therapy of 
t he patient and his ability to pay vrithout too much sacrifice in mind. 
ll 
While the hospital makes every effort to arrange financial 
obligations of the patient so that no person is refused treatment for 
inability to pay, there are ce~tain indications to the use of money as 
a therapy. It would be vmll to point out here that payment of his 0 ,.m 
financial obligations for treatment and hospitalization enhances the 
value of the treatment for the patient. Dr. Thimann brings this out 
when he says: 
We see the alcoholic patient, like others who seek help that 
involves a change of behavior patterns, offering resistance to 
treatment through imagined inability to pay. The important 
point here is that the patient not be allowed to accept "giftsn 
from \'Tell intentioned employers, relatives, or friends, thus 
avoiding an investment of himself in the treatment. This 
tendency to slide out of responsibilities that require planning 
ahead and sacfrifice is especially marked in the alcoholic 
patient. We have found that he learns to change his pattern by 
taking, 1dthin his capacity, a ma.x:i.mum responsibility for his 
own treatment, step by step. 5 
One point must be emphasized, and that is the flexibility of the 
rates cbm:ged to fit the capacity of the patient and his relatives to pay. 
Arrangement of financial matters is part of the function of the social 
service department, under t he supervision of the hospital director. 
The Out-Patient Department 
The out-patient department has four psychiatrists, and a social 
v.rorker. In addition, there is a group therapy meeting conducted by a 
psychiatrist. Women are admitted to the out-patient, but not the group. 
There are no facilities for females in the hospital :~-)roper. Hodest fees 
5 Joseph Thimann and Gladys Price, Hodern Trends in ~ Treatment of Alcoholic Addicts' , JOurnal of Social Casework, Oct. 1946, p.226 
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n.re cha,·:~e , c:m·-< ·[~ he acl :::-·enP..l cortex an6 [1.ntc.buse 1:1 dice.tions c::·'e --;i w m 
Jo se l_e cted ca se s . I nt<'.ke is hPrlr1.1 eel. by ~~ - e so cin l s e:cvi ce cJ.en0.rtmen.t . 
The Socie l Service Den<:>.rtment 
th:i.s se•·vice dt~r:i.nr; the ne•·rly fm".'ne c~ ll Soci<'.l Se r vice Hon 11 • This h01.n · 
is conducted b;r s:t uc ent '· 'orkers , one of ··rhon i s r-.v".ilable fo J" a.n hour each 
noon i n the l"ec!'ea.tion 1 A.ll . Jit this tirne Dc.t ients m2.;r c?.nT)J:'02.c the Po ~·ke !' 
I aml see lc he l_n ~-ri th rL'O bJ.c n.s . Hany heve (1on'3 thj.s, c:m ·~ i.t hr.s he lned th"' 
I 
II 
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ftm ction of socic.l s e:r·vic\:' as foJ 1 m·rE> : 
But the natie Tts, m d even their f amilies, vri l l_ te tify t h2.t 
dedic<:1.t ion to c: 9 1a n i s one thinr, ancl. the r e<?.liza:t i on of the i r 
p;o2J i s quite .:mother ; f or the :·oacl. to 5 1 ceessful TChabilH.:o.tion 
of ·(,he c?.lcohoJ.ic ~1atie:nt i s beset by ht.:rrnns end r ou:_;:h snots , ·both 
re2J. and ima.::ined . I t is t he task of the soci2.J ':ro:"ker to help 
the patient over these d:i.stu rbe.n ce to t ,.·eatment, be thc;r -
fin•>.nc:l_a. c ep:ei v2.tions , tmemp l.o~rn1en·rJ , O'" T'\e.'"it2.l c i s cord . 1 nd the 
-ra.~r in uhicb the soci2.J uorl~e J:' helns must. lJe in a. ccoTr~rm ce not 
only uith t!:1e t -ree.tment n: a.ns of the r hysicia.n , but <·-rith those 
of otl1er soci a. a gencie e.ncl e1. p lo7ers as 1-rell, all of uhon are 
in close contact vJith the na:i:,ient ancl. hi~' fa!Ylil,:r . ( 6) 
(6) Gladys Price, Renort of t he Socie>l Se rvice DeT)2..rtnent, 19h5, p . 3 
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CHAPTER. nr 
ENVIROOMENTAL mESSURES FOUND IN THE CASES UNDER STUDY 
In this chapter the writer will stu~ the most common pressures 
of the environment found in the cases. A basic list of five categories 
has been found. These are pressures of the home; pressures of the church; 
pressures by the employer; pressures from the community; and pressures 
from social agencies. Since each of these groups covers a considerable 
scope they will be divided in the study for further clarification. 
Home Pressures 
In the cases studied only one patient did not have a wife and 
family. This patient did, however, have a foster home life situation 
which involved a mother-figure in his place of living and employment, so 
that it may be said with some justification that all cases had some 
home pressures and problems. The range of these home pressures ran the 
gauntlet from simple every day arguements in the home to divorce threats, 
and threat of loss of a home. 
The wife in any alcoholic's home can be a pressure in herself. 
It has been found in the study that the marital problem is one of the 
most frequently met. These marital pressures often take the form of 
threats of divorce or separation. In many instances it has been found 
that the wife has tried everything that she knows in an unsuccessf'ul. 
attempt to cure the patient and bring happiness to the home. Being 
unsuccessful , the wife often falls back on the threat of divorce in a 
last desparate effort to get the patient to cooperate and make an effort 
toward rehabilitation. or course some men are actually trying to get 
their wives to leave them, and then divorce is not a real threat. 
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With others the loss of a ~dfe is the greatest threat they could be 
presented vlith. Some feel their wives are mother-figures , and the loss 
of the vlife is a double loss involving both their spouse and their mother 
protector.' It must be pointed out that the direct opposite of a 
divorce threat : namely, much sympathy and understanding by the spouse, 
sometimes has the same effect as a divorce threat. In this situation 
the patient has no defense because he knows he is in the wrong , and the 
guilt feelings aroused are more than he can bear. The alcoholic ~~ 
understand the threat of divorce , beca.use he would be receiving 
ptmishment, as a little boy would, and 1-vould be paying for his wrong 
doing. However, he is not able to understand the sympathy given , as 
then his guilt feelings are not taken a~my by the punishment of loss. 
The ~dfe then1 is an environmental pressure by the very fact she is 
married to the alcoholic~ She is the center of his home life, and as 
such is constantly o• the patient 1 s mind. No matter which course the 
vrife takes , she is bringing guilt feelings to the alcoholic , and she 
is a pressure on the ego mechanism of the patient. 
The home as an institution has been found in the study to be a 
pressure in the majority of cases. Our cultural mores hold that the 
home is the basis of all family and social life , and that the man should 
be the bread winner as well as the authoritative figure in the household. 
Sometimes the financial worry of the responsibilities for the home are 
toor:much for the alcoholic's ego structure to take. It has been noted 
from a study of the cases that most of the patients had some feelings 
of inf~riority about their lack of success in building a househild and 
supporting it. To some men the marriage ceremony itself is a very great 
l5 
emotional hurdle. The added burden of responsibility for the househOld 
is often too much for the alcoholic. 
Children in the home are a pressure on the male alcoholic. In 
this study many reasons have been found for children being a pressure. 
First, they are a responsibility, and most often the responsibility that 
the male in t he home feels must be considered first. If he fails them by 
drinking he is faced with tremendous guilt, not only from his own consci-
ence, but also through talk of relatives and neighbors. Often the child 
who is brought up in an atmosphere where he is subject to problems that 
are created by alcoholic fathers ~re maladjusted. This puts pressure on 
the patient. Children are a source of pride to the male, and he does not 
wish to lose them. Often they provide competition for the affection of 
the l1ife. This causes conflict in the home, and in the alcoholic's mind, 
as he would like to eliminate competition, but woul d like to love children 
Relatives, both by marriage and through ties of blood relationship 
are often sources of pressure. These relatives , especially older sisters 
and brothers often take the place of mot hers and fathers to these men, 
and t hey are a source of dependence on which the alcoholic relies. 
Having identified with a relative as his figure to follow thr ough life, 
it is difficult for t he alcoholic to fail this figure, and still not be 
in conflict. He would like to stop drinking to please t hem. HovJ'ever, his 
drinking is a compulsive thing, and he cannot help himself, so that his 
guilt feelings are r apidly increased. The early life of the patient is 
often molded by his position in the family circle, and his emotional 
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development will depend on his relationship with them. This is brought 
out later 1ihen the man becomes an alcoholic and these relatives endeavor 
to help him to become rehabilitated. If the relationship was good the 
relatives can b4i of great value in helping the patient, but if it was not 
they are most often a detriment to rehabilitation. Often the alcoholic 
patient will drink as an escape from his relatives. Again, it may be an 
expression of aggression against the relatives, or a display of his desire 
to be independent. This drinking may be an expression of resistance, as 
the patient is in reality dependent on the relatives, and not liking it, 
will go on a bout in protest. In-laws bring pressure on the patient, 
usually through the medium of the ldfe. Often competition develops over 
the affections of the wife , and in order to be first in her esteem the 
patient will try to go beyond his capacity and out do the relatives. If 
. 
he is unable to do this and ldn the battle, frustration may develop, 
11.hich leads to drink as an eseape from the reality situation. 
One of the most important pressures from the home situation, as 
found in the study, is the financial burden placed upon him by a family~ 
Despondency over lack of funds in the home, and the apparent lack of 
ability as a provider often brings the alcoholic to participation in a 
drinking bout. Lacking the emotional stability with >ffiich to cope with 
the reality situation , the alcoholic retires to a bar to build up his 
ego through the medium of drink. This is not the answer, and he knows it, 
as the problem remains, but the alcoholic unconsciously feels he is 
master of his situation 1vhile under the euphoric influence of liquor, and 
his revolt against his position becomes justified in his wwn mind. 
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Church Pressures 
11 patients studied were either Catholic or Protestant. The 
pressure of the church was exemplifieEl in several ways. In many cases it 
was a direct thing, with the minister telling the man he is failing God, 
and himSelf, and he is sinning. This creates guilt feelirigs in the 
alcoholic. It has been found in the study that often the alcoholic has 
not attended church for several years. This may be a defense of a type , 
as the aptient is afraid. Some attend church with great regularity, and 
this may also be a defense mechanism, as being close to the church the 
alcoholic feels some measure of acceptance of his inebriation, and he is 
somev;hat protected from his m·m fe elings of guilt. I<bst of the patients 
studied had a great fear of the final day of r etribution 'fvhen they 1-vould 
die and have to pay for their sins connected with Dlcoholic bouts. It 
must be noted that ten of t he cases studied had tried Alcoholics Anonymous 
before entering the lilashingtonian Hospital. This program has a very 
definite religious aspect, and most of t he men could not relate to it. 
These men gave as their reason for not liking this program the fact that 
they had to admit their alcoholism and seek help through a higher power. 
They vmre not able to accept the religious angle • . They could not take the 
public admission of alcoholism, and the subsequent admission of guilt. 
Often the patients vlill feel that if they go back to the church and make 
a pledge of sobriety they 1vill be all r i ght. This is seldom, if ever, the 
case. Their inability to keep pledges only motivates more guilt feelings. 
}~ny have tried pledges of this nature, and as a result have been more in 
conflict than ever. 
lS 
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Community Pressures 
The element of disgrace seems to be the most prevalemt. pressure 
of the community. Only one of the patients in the cases studied did not 
have any feelings about his disgrace in the community. This disgrace is 
a subtle thing, and usual.zy arises on~y in the mind of the alcoholic. 
However, sometimes it is very real. Vfuen an alcoholic puts himself in 
the position of being 11 the talk of the neighborhood", by staggering home, 
or spending all of his time in taverns , he puts pressure on himself • 
This is especially true where the patients are ver,y poor or where they 
live in an area of wealth. The neighbors believe the poor man should not 
squander his money, and the rich man is not upholding his prestige in the 
community. These drinkers, both rich and poor, are the type that will 
bring their bottle home to drink. They do not do this because they wish 
to be alone, but because they cannot face the public condemnation of 
their drinking. When drinking the patient knows he is going against the 
mores of the community , and this is a pressure that brings conflict to 
his mind. Sometimes the patient drinks enough so that the people of the 
-.mmunity feel he is neglecting his familY. Then the Society for the 
Prevention of Cruelty to Children , or the law, is brought into the case. 
This is considered a disgrace of the highest order by the alcoholic, and 
is a powerful influence on the patient's ability to accept the fact that 
something must be done about his drinking. Then he may accept treat~nt. 
Employer Pressures 
The male alcoholic , being the provider , must of necessity be 
employed in order to live in peace with himself. Loss of employment has 
been found to be a very disturbing factor in this study. 
J.'j 
The threat of loss of position , or the actual loss of it , are great 
pressures on the alcoholic patient. He feels guilty fo~ letting his 
employer down, and more guilt for not supporting his family. Some men 
drink to combat this , but others can be guided into acceptance of a 
treatment plan with this as a mobilizing force. The loss of employment 
usually carries with it an increase in the other pressures of the 
environment. It is a symptom of failure, both to the patient and to the 
rest of his envirorunent .:.;.l associates • Most employers cannot afford to 
have alcoholics on their payroll, and are forced to let these men go. 
However, sometimes these men are allO\'fed to hold their positions if they 
will participate in treatment. This situation is also a pressure , as the 
alcoholic is then dependent on the employer , and this interference in 
what the alcoholic considers his private life causes conflicts. 
Social Agency Pressures 
As previously cited , agencies of a protective nature are a 
pressure to the patient. Other agencies may also exert pressure, but in 
a more subtle 'vay. The fact that the alcoholic's familY has to ask for 
financial aid is a pressure. Again guilt feelings arise because the 
alcoholic has failed. An agenc.y can use this pressure through renunciatioz 
of their hel.p to the family, by direct means such as a court procedure, 
or by manipulation of the financial support of the patient and his 
family • This is done with acceptable case worij methods, and no means are 
used that >vould be in opposition to case work principles. Often ·t~ 
agency acts as a laison bet1.reen the hospital , the family, the employer, 
and the patient. This places the patient in a dependent position, where 
he must do his part in order not to let the agency do1-m. 
In summa.:r;y, we have five main groups of pressures of the 
environment. It has been shown these do exist, but no attempt has been 
made to determine which pressures are detrimental to the patient, and 
v;hich aid the acceptance of treatment. These questions will be 
discussed in later chapters. Chapter IV will consider those pressures 
that aid acceptance of treatment. Chapter V will be a study of those 
environmental pressures that hinder acceptance of treatment. It has 
been the writer's intention to point out the pressures present to show 
that it is most often a combination of these pressures thc·.t causes 
the patient to drink, and it also may be this combination thaL -will 
help him to accept treatment. It must be remembered that all alcoholics 
are not neurotic~•· However, most of these men have pressures from the 
environment >-mich may be causative factors in their drinking pattern. 
Environmental pressures are not the only cause of alcoholism, but have 
been presented because they· are factors with which the social ·Horker 
deals. The biggest hurdle for the alcoholic is his ability to see that he 
does need help to rehabilitate himself. He usually is not able to do it 
alone. The alcoholic needs help, and sometimes the pressures listed can 
be of help in bringing the patient to acceptance of treatment. Pressures 
do not have to be detrimental to the patient even if they originally 
presented a problem to the patient. The social worker can manipulate thes 
pressures to benefit the patient. 
It is not the intention of this paper to put forward environmental 
pressures as the cause of alcoholism , or as their cure. It is the basis 
of this study to try and show that these pressures are __Rresent 9 and that 
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a constructive use can be made of them by the social worker in helping 
the patient and his relatives to relate. It is the bringing abou.t of 
what Harry M. Tie bout ealls " the act of surrender", when treatment is 
accepted despite the conscious and unconscious conflicts of the patient 
concerning it. We are 1:1orking here on the hypothesis that any method used 
lv.ith the alcoholic is justifiable, within case work principles, if it 
helps to bring him to an acceptance of treatment, and starts him on his 
way to permanent rehabilitation. 
22 
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==ff================= I] I CHAPTER IV 
ENVIRONMENTAL mESSUP.ES THAT AID THE ACCEPTANCE OF A TREATMENT 
In presenting pressures of the environment that may help the 
alcoholic patient to relate and come to an acceptance of a treatment plan, I 
::a::::;a~ ~::u:: ::~::df::: ~ha~ :::·::~:: ::·::::: ::~-:::- I 
patient accept, and in fact the ability of the pressure to be useful or 
detrimental differs greatly with each case. There is no set rule to 
utilize and any correlation table '\llould be invalid. This chapter is to 
present some of the pressures in the cases studied that have been found 
to be of help to the patient and the social worker in helping the patient 
to relate himself to the problem and bring himself to acceptance of a 
treatment. 
,,, 
While at first glance , and from previous statements, it might see 
that the threat of divorce is entirely negative in action, and that what 
the patient really needs at this time is acceptance and understanding, it 
has been found in the study that sometimes the threat of divorce can have 
theraputic value in helping the patient to consider treatment. As a child 
does, the alcoholic will play on the attentions he receives , and make an 
attempt to receive more as long as he is permitted to do this. As long as 
he can be the center of attention and the cause of concern to his wife and 
family he ,dll continue to participate in alcoholic bouts. Some alcoholic 
enjoy being little boys who are receiving attention from their mother-
figures. However, they do have ambivalent feelings about this, as 
considering the wife a mother-figure, they also feel they should have 
her direction and rotection. Often a threat of separation or divorce 
,I 
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relatives vd.th their 0 1till complex problems, and helping them to relate to 
the alcoholism of the patient and to accept it. If the relative accepts 
the patient as a person with a disease, although an emotional one, it is 
easier fo r the patient. In coordinating the 1'lork of other agencies with 
that of the hospital duplication of work is eliminated, and the patient 
helped more. B,y using the cooperation of other agencies often the 
pressures brought to bear on the patient can be controlled to an extent, 
and used as a measure to help the patient accept treatment. The hospital 
social worker is a laison between the patient, the hospital staff, and 
others concerned rdth the patient's welfare. 
When financial insecurity is present the \vorker often helps the 
patient to \'lork out his monetary problems. Hemay help in obtaining a 
ne\v position , or interpret the patient 1 s position to the old employer 
so that the patient has a pesition to return to. He may, rdth the 
permission of the director , alter the fees of the hospital to fit the 
financial status of the patient, eliminating much pressure • The removal 
of financial pressures is one of the most important functions of the 
social worker, andit is sometimes done by getting other agencies to help 
finance the patient, or, in a few cases, to provide free beds for the 
patients. 
The social '\'IOrker is a central figure to the patient because he 
is not a therapist, and therefore not a direct threat to the patient. He 
is there to help, as is the therapist, but the social worker is more 
generally regarded as one who gives with no thought of something in return 
The social worker can smooth the road to acceptance of treatment in this 
position because he is able to allow the patient to abreact some, and to 
express his hostility in an environment where he is not subject to any 
measureof rejection for his hostility. The patient often talks to the 
social worker, expresses his problem verbally, and then is able to relate 
to his reality situation with the psychiatrist. The social worker ean 
answer the endless small questions of the patient which seem to >vorry him, 
and for which he demands an immediate answ·er • By answering these questions 
the social worker helps the patient to relate to thehospital andto make 
the best use of his stay• When the questions are answered the patient then 
feels the hospital is interested in him as an individual case. Talks with 
the social worker also give the relatives a chance to air their views, and 
to express their hostility over the situation. Often after an interview 
these relatives accept a different vie>.;, and are able to help the patient 
with their nel'T-found understanding. 
:f.'Ia.nipulation of the various pressures is an important part of the 
role of the social worker • Pressures that hinder treatment can sometimes 
be eliminated. By giving the family understanding the >·ro r ker helps them 
to eliminate the pressures they are unknm•'llngly bringing on the patient. 
The time element is important in all this >vork, as the same pressures that 
hinder treatment often help the patient accept at a different time. The 
social >-<orker applies pressure, within case work principles, and tries to 
remove it in his role of coordinator and central figure in the early 
relationship >v.ith the client. 
Pressures that help the patient are also handled b,y the -social 
worker • Not only can he bring these to bear in the proper proportion 
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to the natient, but he can help the patient to understand them, so that 
they are supports. No deep psychotherapy is undertaken by the social 
worker, but the conscious problems of the patient can be -vrorked through to 
the extent where he vdll feel more free in his m:ind, and will be able to 
relate to the psychiatrist. 
I 
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GHAP'l'ER VII 
CASE IIJ..USTR.ATIONS 
TI1e following five cases Bre presented in some detail in order to 
illustrate the various environmental pressures that come to the alcoholic 
patient. They will show these pressures as they help the patient accept, 
treatment, as they hinder the patient in his attempt to seek and utilize 
help, and as they are used by the social worker to help the patient. Of 
the fifteen cases studied, the five presented contained the most material, 
and seemed to be the most representative samples. Each case illustrates 
some different pressures, all of l'lhich have beeri brought out to some 
degree in previous discussions. They will also show >vhich pressures seem 
to be the most common, as exemplified by their presence in many cases. 
Case of Mr-. A. 
General History 
Patient is forty-three years old, married, has four children, and 
has been a heavy drinker only t>'.fO years. His oldest child is fifteen, 
He started as a social drinker, over a ten year period. He has held on~ 
one job sb1ce leaving grammer school. He works seven days a week in a 
newspaper distributing office. He has held this job twenty-seven years. 
Both patient and wife are Catholic. His parents are dead, and he has one 
brother living and well. This brother rejects the patient. This man has 
a small home he ovms except for a neglible mortgage. 
Social Hi~ 
In interviews with the patient and his wife it w-as found that he 
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had never been able to relate to groups. At the age of nine he became 
a~cted ~dth psoriasis, which now covers his entire body. At this time 
the children in the neighborhood began to taunt him becuase of his skin 
disease, and his mother uould not let him play vdth them. She made him 
come home immediately after school, over-protected him, and as a result 
he never was able to learn hm-r to hold friends~ He is still very sensitive 
about his skin disease, and when entering the hospital "lvould not take a 
shower as he was afraid someone might see him. His life has been one of 
constant fear that people would not like him because of the psoriasis. 
He has been in fear that people are looking onlY at him, and as a result 
he would not mar1jr in the church until after all the guests were removed. 
He has not gone to church for several years • He l'ffilks two miles to work 
each day, as he is afraid he will drop dead in front of people on the 
trolley. He has no recreational outlets except television and comic books 
He will not attend movies because of the crowds, and 'tdll not enter other 
places where crowds might gather. The i~fe feels he must do something 
about his alcoholism as ·he staggers home nights, and she and the children 
are ashamed of him. 
Patient i'TOuld not enter the hospital until he was assured he 
would not have to sign a paper that he "l'ffis an alcoholic. He is in great 
fear of closed places, and the fi rst day in the hospital admitting "lvard 
was in great anxiety about the locked doors, expressing the conviction 
that he "lvould not live through the first night if confined~ ' He 1-rould not 
take the suggested sedatives to help him to sleep, as he was afraid the 
people in the hospital would look at him l"lhile he slept. He declared that 
j'j 
he was duped on coming to the hospital and he would never trust anyone 
again. He was referred by a social agency in his ovm community, outside 
of Boston. His claim was that he had no problems with alcohol. He said 
that he did have problems of anxiety, hyper tension, and psoriasis. Later 
he changed this story to include the fact that his wife also drank, and he 
was just "taking the rap" for them both. Patient was intoxicated when 
admitted and made a great show of bravado, but in general was cooperative. 
The agency paid for his hospit ;cclization, >vhile his employer, who held his 
position for his return on the condition that he take a t r eatment , helped 
to sup~~ort the 'I'Tife and children by giving them his weekly check. 
Pressures Present 
Loss of employment threats seemed t o be the biggest pressure on 
this patient. His employer insisted he take a t r eatment and make an 
honest effort to recover befor e he \-lould take him back. Having been I 
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employed by only one firm all his life , t he patient was put · in the positio 
of loss of everything because of this t hreat. 
The social a gency brought pressure t o bea.r , as they were 
supporting his hospital stay financially, and he owed cooperation. When 
he first came to t he hospit al he said he had only come in for them. 
The church exerted an indirect pressure. Patient had not been to 
church for several years , and was in fear of dying outside of its pro-
tedtion. He had many guilt feelings over this, and it was causing him 
conflict , as going t o church '\'Tould mean he had to be in a crowd. 
The vdfe and chil dren '>lere a pressure on t he patient. One reason 
uas the "rife 1 s fear he v.rould l ose hi 'ob, which she expressed to him. 
4U 
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This made the patient insecure iU his home relationship as well as in his 
employment situation. Since the wife also filled a mother role for the 
patient , many feelings of guilt were brought out. 
Social Worker 1 s Role 
~1e patient had three admissions to the hospital in a period of a 
month. He first entered the hospital at the request of his •~fe and the 
social agency in his community . At this time he would not consider any 
treatment, as he felt he was not an alcoholic. He left at the end of one 
week with the excuse that he hadto have a heat lamp for his psoriasis, 
and his was at home. During his first admission the social worker gave 
both the patient and his •~fe an exp;lanation of treatment plans that might 
possibly be worked out, so that he could t~ke his time and consider them~ 
He uas not able to relate as he '\'las not entirely sober during this time, 
and he appeared to be emotionallY deaf, being so concerned with his arL~etj 
that he >'fould not, or could not hear. It was ar ranged ~th his social 
agency that he l'fOuld be able to return to t he Washingtonian vrhen he ~shed 
to make another effort, and the pr ogram started ~th the patient would 
be continued. The patient left on a Fr iday, accompanied by his vdfe, 
although she vras very much against his leaving. The vtife at this time was 
intervie'\ved by the social 1vorker and encouraged to put up a firm stand 
to the patient, so that he would have her support in his conflict over 
returning to the hospital. It was arranged "With his social agency that 
if he returned to them for help in seekinghis position back they 11ould 
r efuse this help. They would explain this to the patient on the basis 
that he had not cooperated with them, and they could not cooperate with 
him.- The hospital social lforker talked with the patient and his wi.fe 
together, giving them an explanation of his plight, and impressing on 
them the necessity of his returning to the hospital, as he could not 
rehabilitate himself without aid. He had tried alone and failed. 
The following Monday the patient came in for his second admission. 
He returned with a better attitude and seemed to want to tr,y some type of 
I . 
treatment. These 1-rere again review·ed with the patient, and he picked the 
one which, for physical reasons, he obviously would not be able to take. 
He still insisted that he did not need treatment, but he consented to try 
one because so many people wished him to make the effort • 
. t,.fter a discussion idth the doctor he decided he would like to 
take antabuse. This entailed a difficult physical examination. He did 
not wish treatment, and was using this method to resist it • . Ris reasons 
for taking this treatment 1·rere two. First, he knelf he stood little 
chance of passing the physical exanrli1ation, but could say he had done his 
part even if he failed. Second, he was anxious about his phy~ical health 
and vlelcomed the nevv opportunity to have another doctor say he vras not 
well. Needless to say he failed the examination because of hypertension. 
After this he became upset and left the hospital, saying he had much 
faith in the antabuse treatment. He would not consider the offer of any 
other treatment. 
A few days later he came to the hospital again. At this time he 
requested that he be allowed to take the adrenal cortex treatment. He 
said that he had been to his social agency for help in re_ceiving his 
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position back. They had refused this help until he \vas 1t.rilling to take 
treatment. ~e now decided that the only ..,.wa,y out was to take treatment. 
The hospital social 1-rorker helped him to \"fOrk through some of his feelings 
about this and assured him that arrangements had been made for his return 
to work as soon as he had completed the initial stages of treatment. This 
relieved his mind. Hethen wondered ab0ut his wife, and the fact that she 
drank and did not help him. The \-rorker assured him that his •dfe was 
loyal, and that an explanation of her role would be given her. She would 
also be warned that if she drank it would be injurious to the treatment. 
Summary 
In this case the patient could not operate alone. The social 
worker used the pressures present to help him to acceptance of a treatment 
plan in three ways. The employer . cooperated by not permitting a return to 
work too early, and b~r financially supporting the family. The social 
agenc.y was used as they supported the patient financially in the hospital 
but still held pressure on the patient by refusing to help him return to 
work at too early a date. The 1vife brought pressure, which was directed 
by the social 1-rorker, by taking a firm stand 1tdth the patient. She had 
the support of her children and the church in this. After treatment 1·ras 
accepted an explanation of why pressures were used was given to the 
patient so that he would understand and be able to relate for further 
interviews~ 
Case of Mr. B. 
General History 
Patient is a forty-nine years old male, married, with ti·io young 
children~ He was born in Ireland and educated in the National schools. 
Both the patient and his -vdfe are Catholics • His marriage has lasted 
thirteen years. He has eleven siblings, the most predominant of which 
are t wo older sisters vJith vrhom he has a sort of mother-figure relation-
ship. He. has been drinlcing to access for several years and •~s in the 
Washingtonian for two \veeks four years previously. His parents are 
deceased. Patient has a position vdth the Metropolitan Transit Authority 
as a car washer. 
Social Histor;r 
In intervie\1S vd th the older sister, 'l'fho financed: 'his stay at the 
hospital, a history of the patient \~s obtained. It was brought out at 
this time that the patient had many friends, but vres rejected by his 
brothers , as they felt he shoulf be able to handle his drirucs or leave 
them alone. The older sisters have allvays acted as his mother, and they 
were the ones that saved their money and brought the patient to the 
United States. This sister is ambivalent about the patient, vJishing to 
mother him at one time , andat the ne11..-t moment to 11 give him a kick in the 
pantsn. The vdfe had decided that she had been through enough and \VB.S 
threatening divorce proceedings. She did move to a ne,,.; address so that 
the patient could not contact her. She did this because she was afraid he 
would escape from the hospital and do her bodily har.m. ~atient was 
described by his sister as a dual personality, who vms a wonderful man 
- ' 1vhen sober, but a beast \..rhen drunk. Patient always had many friends 
and belonged to a union and a fraternal organization. 
Pressures Present 
The biggest threat to the patient w·as his 1dfe 1 s leaving the 
home and declar ing she vTould divorce him. This he could l.Ulderstand, as 
he realized he had been bad to her when drinking, but he felt that he did 
not have to t ake treatment , He broke into much weeping when told his 
wife might leave him. 
His employers were a pressure. The patient might lose his job. 
They were disgusted vlith him, and felt that he really had to make a 
good adjustment before they l'muld take' him back. 
The church and social agencies were not directly involved. 
The relatives \'lere a definite pressure as they did not have any 
understanding of alcoholism as a disease. They felt he could cure his 
.. problem •dth church pledges and a little vlill power. He had tried some 
church pledges , but had failed. \ihen he was admitted t he sister said 
that she felt that all he needed was a two week sobering up period and 
he >vould be all right • 
Social Worker's Role 
The patient had t hree admissions in succession, but it was not 
until the third that a social •·mrker itvas assigned to the case. The first 
step in helping this man was to interpret the situction to his sister, 
who was i'lilling to help him financia]Jy, but did not seem to understand 
that there \'Tas more to alcoholism than an occasional sobering up. This 
interpretation took tvm interviews, and at the end of this time she was 
vdlling to keep the patient in the hospital for t>·To weeks, to enable the 
staff t o 1·rork 1-dth the man. He was connnitted by the sister, and was not 
able to leave >'lithout her consent. She went to see the patient and 
encouraged him to stay, so that he would not carry out his earlier threat 
======~==d+~- ~ -~~l~ca~npe~-~==========================================================~~======== 
In interviews •vith the patient it >vas pointed out that his wife 
might leave him, and he sobbed and became very upset. This was done 
becc.use it was felt it best to tell him this \·lhile he v-ta.s in the hospital 
rather than have him leave and find his wife gone.· This would have only 
led to another drinking circle. . Help in talking with his wife to get her 
to stay ~rith him was offered, and the patient clutched at it. At the 
same time treatments were outlined and it >vas suggested to the patient 
that his vrife might have a more lenient attitude to•vard him if he would 
undertake some treatment. He would not consider anything but psychotherap . 
but this 1•ta.s a start. His obligations t o his relatives who were Jielping 
him f:inanci~JJ.y \rere also pointed out by both the sister and the social 
worker, and he came to realize that he owed something in return. Aid in 
obtaining his position back was also offered. However, the sister had 
already arranged this matter. 
Although the patient 1-vas emotionally upset at the prospect of 
losing his •vife and children, this pressure was kept on the patient until 
he vtas able to realize he needed help. This seemed to be the area where 
he was in the greatest need of help, and it was offered, but only on the 
condition that he cooperate and stay in the hospital. He was then to 
see a psychiatrist. An explanation of the work of the psychiatrist was 
given the patient, as he showed evidences of fear concerni8g the interView 
Su.mm.a.ry 
The marital pr oblem is the central pressure here. This was used a 
a threat to bring about acceptance, and then relieved by helping the 
relatives to understand the patient and the wife to accept him back. 
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This was not done directlY, but through the sister. The patient's job 
was assured through the sister. The pressure of the relatives and their 
attitude was eliminated by explanations to them, and by having the patient 
accept treatment so that he could shoH them something very concrete in the 
>iay of his desire to recover. 
Case of Mr. c. 
General History 
Patient is a fifty-three ye c:,r old Irishman. He was born in 
Ireland and educated there in the National schools. He has always been 
single, and has six living siblings. His father is deceased, but his 
mother is living. She is still in Ireland. Patient has ahrays been a 
drinker, but never to excess until very recent years. He does not consider 
himself an alcoholic. Patient has had tuberculosis, which is no'"~ arrested. 
Since his immigration to this country he has held odd jobs, his present 
position being that of caretaker at a children's home. 
Social History 
Patient has alvmys been a rather f r iendly man, and has many social 
acquaintances. He belongs to a union, and has many recreational activities 
Patient describes himself as the baby of the family and the only one for 
whom his mother still cares. He appears to be rather limited in intell-
igence and is rather hard to understand, as he talks '"lith a thick Irish 
brogue. He came to the hospital at the request 9f his employer, a woman, 
He considers this r.roman a mother-figure, although not on a conscious level 
.r atient seems to have a great deal of dependence on this v-toman. He is 
ambivalent, resenting her 11 bossing", but at the same time he .feels she 
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protects him, and he cannot operate without her guidance. He obeys her 
without question and respects her judgement in all matters, much as a 
trusting child. His claim on ,entering the hospital v.ras that she l'Tas only 
sending him to the hospital for a rest, and she t·rould call for him in her 
own car vmen it was time to leave. He did pay for his own hospitalization! 
from savings, but decided that u no doctor is going to get any of my I 
money for treatment 11 • He would like to be inO.ependent, e.s he realizes he 
should e. t his age. However, he 1"i'ould ·'' lso like to be dependent, like a 
child, on this employe~. This brings him much conflict. He gets room, 
board, and a small cash allowance at the home lvhere he works, and he feels 
it would be giving up too much to lose both the job and his mother 
protector. 
Pressures Present 
Home pressures are evident here, as the man is all alone in the 
world, and feels the loss of identification tdth the home and employer 
as a loss of his real home and the accompanying security . 
The loss of employment is another pressur e, \mich is closely 
related in this case. His great dependence is threatened by the fact the 
employer ldll not have him back until he is .cured. He can never be 
cured,. but if the alcoholism is arrested the employer will be satisfied. 
The commm1ity does n~t enter this case, as the patient is alone 
in the Norld, and does not relate to the conununity as a functioning 
1· member of society. The church is not a factor except through the fact he 
i s a Catholic, and therefore does not vrcmt to sin. 
There is a social agency in the case, but it is also his 
-
employer, so its aff ect can be studied under the employer-home relationshi • 
Social ~vorker 1 s Role 
When the patient entered the hospital he thought it >vas just for 
a rest. The social w'iorker had to tell him that his employer wanted him 
to take a treatment, and would not accept him back unless he did. This wa 
a severe blow to the patient and at first he threatened to leave the 
pesition, but later decided that he was not strong enough in vd.ll pow·er 
to go against the pm'lerful employer-mother figure of the vroman he wor ked 
for. The aVa-ilable treatments at tho hospital -vmre explained to the 
patient, and it 1r1as brought out to him that acceptance of a plan >vas his 
easiest 1.va.y out. He had more to gain by taking treatment than he hadto 
lose, so he came to the conclusion that he should take a plan under 
consideration. 'Ehis he did. However, he would not do this until the 
social worker t alked with his employer and gave her an understanding of 
the real nature of the problem. After talks vii th the employer she agreed 
to take the patient back, ani this made the patient very willing to take 
treatment as his part of the bargain. 
Summar y 
In this case the main point was threat of loss of position, with 
the added factor of loss of the mother-figure. The social worker used the 
threat of the loss to help the patient to accept treatment. The insecuritj 
feelings he had over this threat were eliminated by getting the employer 
to accept him back, after the start of t r eatment. At the same time the 
pressure was still present because he could not back out and not take 
treatment since it v1ould mean loss of everything~ He was alone in the 
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world, and therefore this loss •vas more important to him than it i'rould hav 1 
been to a person \-d. th another home. He did have some sisters he could go I 
to, but this would have menat admission of failure, and he could not !ace I 
this prospect. He took the easiest way out and accepted treatment. 
Case of Hr. D. 
General History 
Patient is married and has six children. He is forty-four years of 
age, and has an education extending thDough high school level. His 
parent s are dead, one dying of heart disease, and the other of tuberculosiJ. 
I 
He was employed at fourteen yeu.rs of age. He is a builder by trade. 
When sober he is considered a very good carpenter. His mother died when 
he was t":lO years old, and he lived with an indulgent grandmother. He '\'ra.s 
an only child. His present marriage is his second. His first "rife died 
after four years of wedlock. There were no children of the first marriage 
Patient is a Protestant, and attends church. He has one step-brother, and 
many friends. 
Social History 
Patient was referred b.J the Society for the Prevention of Crue~ 
to Children on Cape Cod. He had a previous admission a year before, and 
at that time he could not accept treatment, although the social service 
department had tried to help him. He did accept a preventive stay plan, 
but soon abused this plan. On the present admission he came to the 
hospit . l in a very inebriated condition, and sought to leave as soon as 
he was a little sober. It was arranged that he would haveto be signed 
in the hospital on a temporary care paper by the vdfe this time. He has 
-----=-i=~==============~=-~--==-====== 
always been a good husband and provider, but of late has been taking to 
drink because he feels that as a builder he should be able to place his 
family in a better home than he is providing. His family is on the rolls 
of the local welfare, and he has guilt feelings about the matter. The 
patient has tried to build his own business but failed, as he is not the 
aggressive type, and has little organizational ability. He is a good 
>-Torkm.an however. This has impaired his sense of independence, and he feel 
guilty for having failed in business. He attends Alcoholics Anonymous 
but not consistently. He seems in great need of the religious angle that 
this program provides. The patient feels very self-conscious about any 
help that he receives, and feels guilty for having to ask help, since he 
is a skilled workman. The patient himself feels he is an alcoholic, and 
gives the fact that he ;vas pa.Jlpered as a child as the ma:in reason for 
his alcoholism. He also feels th2.t perhaps the cause of his inebriation 
is heredity. He has a problem, and has been drinking for over ten years. 
He has guilt feelings about not being in the service during the 1-var, and 
this had caused him to resort to drink. He would like outside interests 
but feels that his large family prevents this. He seems to have a fairly 
good grasp of his situation from an intellectual standpoint. 
Pressures Present 
The most prevalent pressures found in this case seem to be 
those created by the social agency. First, the Public Welfare Department 
is supporting the wife and children. Second, the SPCC, which has been 
called in by the communit:~r because he \>Vas drinking, exerts much pressure. 
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Pressure is brought to bear from the home. The patient has six 
children to support, and according to his o1m standards he has failed. 
The vdfe wishes to help the patient, but would like him to do a better 
job as a father and household provider. 
The community has exerted pressures through the SPCC, things 
having come to the point '"here emergency measures of a protective nature 
had to be taken by the social >vorker • . An admission was forced on the man. 
The patient is self-employed, but at the same time the lack of 
ability his inability to hold a position and create one is a pressure. 
The church exerts no direct pressure, but the patient's need for 
spiritual guidance is evidenced by his desire to utilize the ~lcoholics 
Anonymous program. 
Social Worker 1 s Role 
The patient's previous admissions had been before the advent of 
the antabuse and adrenal cortex treatments. He was not able to accept the 
long period required fo r the conditioned reflex , and he thought out-
patient was not advisable, as it was eighty miles to his home. He did not 
think psychotherapy alone 1vas worth the trip. ~Vhen he ;.ras admitted at the 
present time he kne1--1 he had to do something. The SPCC was demanding that 
he take action, and his wife had come to the point where she was ;.dlling 
t o risk their marriage relationship by signing a temporary care paper for 
the patient. After his sobering up period he was presented with the 
facts about the ne>v treatments, and after long thought on the subject he 
decided that he might be able to try the adrenal cortex treatment plan. 
---1 
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The social worker pointed out to him the debt he owed his vd.fe and 
children, and t he disgrace he must feel fo r having failed them in the 
connnunity . This \'las done t o help him mobilize his strengths, and later 
vlas worked through -vdth the pat ient. The pat ient realized his faults and 
1;vas desirous of having them rectified. He stayed at the hospit al fo r a 
period of 1•reeks, and then t ook parole to hunt for a position. He >-ms not 
able t o find a job, as he had grandiose ideas about the type of position 
that would be good for him, and this , combined with his intense desire 
to join his family vias too much for the patient. He finally left, and 
returned to his home. 
Before the patient left it Has brought out to him that his family 
would not ':rant him back if he l'laS going to dr ink again, and that he 
should take t r eatment to shovr his good f aith to t hem • It would also 
shoH his faith in his own ability to help himself. This he agreed to do. 
He was encouraged to attend the Alcoholics llnonymous at home, if he 
felt this >'lOUld help. This relieved his feelings of conflict, as he 
did think they did a good job. In additi on they v1ere a social contact 
that he felt he needed. He was also encouraged to at tend group therapy 
meetings at the hospital. I t was ppinted out to the patient that the 
social 1·rorker realized he must have feelings about not being able to 
support his large i'amily, but if he v.rould s t op drinking he 1--rould soon 
be able to assume this responsibility, and eliminate t he pressure of 
insecurity and inability to su~port the home. The social agency in his 
home to·.m agreed to pay for the treatments until he was able to assume 
the burden. This eliminated the pressing bur den of financial obligations 
and he started t :ceatment. 
Stnmnary 
The r'Ole of the social worker in this case 't'las to bring the 
pressures present to bear as a unified whole, rather than as separate 
items that the patient would be able to rationalize away one at a time. 
The worker had to help the patient see his responsibilities to home 
and family, and to help him realize that he could not become gainfully 
employed an~1here as long as he continued to drink to excess. The 
pressures brought to bear out>veighed the patient 1 s desire to drink, and 
he took treatment. The patient unconsciously would like to drink, and 
the fact that he would not be able to take a~y form of alcohol was a 
hard thing to face. By bringing out his responsibilities he was made 
to face the reality situation. If he had been allovfed to come to the 
hospital just for the purpose of detoxication he would have continued 
to drink, and his vicious circle \vould have continued. :B'IJ enforcing 
the fact that this vfould be his last chance at the hospital, and by 
manipulation of other pressures on the patient he i-.ras made to see that 
he had no escape except that offered by treatment. By giving the patient I 
an escape route, through treatment, the worker i'Tas keeping within the 
bounds of good case work practice. He vra.s forced to see his o"~>m 
strengths, and then helped to utilize them to best advantage. Often 
patients are not able to use their own strengths nntil they are placed 
in a 1position which has on.:cy one avenue of escape. Since this escape 
route was good for the patient it can be said that the method used was 
in accordance Hith good case v;ork principles. It is theend result 
that is impo1~ant. If the patient cannot use his strengths he is aided. 
il I, 
I 
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Case of Mr. E, 
Gener al History 
This patient is fifty years of age, He is married, and has one 
son, This boy is married and lives in a separate city. Patient has 
one brother and one sister, but has never had a close relationship with 
either, He has a high school education, His father died of cancer, and 
his mother is living and well. He is a veteran of World War I, and was 
wounded in the conflict. He belongs to the American Legion. He has 
many friends and some hobbies. ·ne works as a salesman for a br other-in-
la\'1, and he first began drinking heavily wliile entertaining his customers. 
Patient is a Protestant. His church financed his hospitalization. 
Social History 
Patient had a very traumatic childhood, When he was born, the 
third sibling of the mar riage, he vms sent to live with an aunt. This 
a1.mt had no children of her o1:m and lavished affection on the patient. 
He was sent to his aunt because his mother did not feel she was 1'lell 
enough to care for three children. He did not live in the home of his 
putative parents until the age of six. At this time the atUlt ciied and 
he was sent home. vfuile at the a1.Ult 1s he had been. the center of attention 
and 1>ras given everything he wanted, including a pony. When sent home 
he did not have the pony and he 1·re.s rejected in his search fo r an 
equal amount of affection from his parents. At this time he tried to 
kill himself by throwing his body over a street car line • He never 
gained the acceptance he needed . at home, and resisted this by calling 
his mother "AtUlt", Later in life, through no fault of his own, he vre.s 
removed from a position. It was after t his that he started to drink 
heavily. 
The patient tried to start a business of his own during the 
war years, but ivas not suc~ssful. He blamed this failure on a partner 
who was an alcoholic, and who stole f r om the corporation. After this 
effort the patient was forced to take employment offered by his brother-
in-lavl. 
In his home sitaation there is much rivalry between the patient 
and the t vlO brothers of the wife. Both of these men are single, and 
both are about the same age as the patient. His wife depends on t hem for 
advice, and will seldom consult the patient. During their whole married 
life the patient has never been to his own home for a holiday, always 
giving in to the v-Tishes of the >-life and going to her relatives. In the 
presence of t he relatives he felt inferior, as they are all successful 
men. The patient has never been severe in his drinking bouts. Hovrever , 
a very fevT drinks seem to be too many fo r this man. When drunk he 
would fall asleep and forget where he was. He ivas arrested just before 
he came to the hospital. This made the fami~r very angry, as they felt 
it a very severe disgrace. 
Patient 1-lould like to be t he man in his household, but has never 
been able to accomplish this. He lives in an apartment beneath his 
relatives and his v-d.fe has never broken a1·my f r om her own home enough to 
assume the role of wife. 
Patient is a dignified appearing man. He came to the hospital 
at the request of his minister, who vms taking an active part in his case. 
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His eJq:>ressed reason for entering the hospital l'Tas because his wife 
was threatening divorce action, and because he felt he had made a fool 
of himself by being arrested. 
Pressures Present 
The home is a pressure here, because the tdfe is threatening 
divorce. She vtaits at the door for the patient each night so that she 
can smell his breath and catch him in the act of being drunk. She depends 
o~ her relatives rather than the patient, and has a very infantile 
method of approach to her husband's problem. 
The employer is a factor, as he ~~11 not have the patient back 
· until he is sober and has tried a treatment. This is both because the 
employer is his brother-in-law, and is seeking to protect his sister, 
but also be cause he has been going on bouts and leaving his \'Iork to 
others. 
The church is a direct pressure. The minister is pay.L~g for 
the patient's hospitalization, and although collecting this fee from the 
>rife, is exerting ?ressure through finances. The church is also placing 
pressure on the patient through the active participation of the minister, 
who is attempting to put the patient back on his feet and make him a 
respectable member of the community. 
The only social agency involved is the church. 
The community is presenting indirect pressure through the arrest 
of the patient 1 and the subsequent disgrace. His wife feels she >-rill 
never live this dO\m. The patient has always tried to maintain a 
respectability in the neighborhood, and it is import~t to him. 
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Social Worker's Role 
When the patient entered the hospital he 1vas interviewed. The 
minister and wife were also intervie>ved. The patient felt he could 
cure himself, but the minister and the •dfe felt he needed help, and 't'rere 
vdlling to cooperate. The wife had a punitive attitude, and the first 
step was to interpret the patient and his alcoholism to her so that she 
could relate and have some of her feelings about his alcoholism changed. 
The minister's aid was enlisted as a suppo1~ive measure for the 
patient, as he seemed to be in need of religious backing. Through the 
wife it -vras arranged for the patient to return to his job after treatment 
This was not good, as the best thing for the patient vrould have · been to 
go out on his o1tm, 1dth his >'life, but it did provide an income, and 
1tdthout this money he would have felt mor e at loose ends, and l'rould not 
have been able to consider treatment. It was difficult for the patient 
to face the fact that he >vas really nnemployed. \Vhen this >vas pointed 
out to him he immediately took a greater interest in treatment plans. 
The patient seemed to have a desire to get well, but lias unable to accept 
hospital treatment as the answer t o his problem. The social worker told 
him that he >vas dodging the issue, and if he 1·rished his •·rife to take 
him back it would be best to sho1.-r that he v;as serious about his desire 
to get well. He could do this by accepting a treatment. 
It was also pointed out to the patient that the church had done 
much for him, and he o1tred them a debt of gratitude. In addition, it was 
pointed out in subsequent interviews that the community felt he was a 
disgrace, and in order to face them again he ivould need the support a 
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treatment would pr ovide. 
The patient finally agreed to face the situation and tru{e a 
treatment. The plan was fo r him to s ee a psychiatris t first, and then 
take adrenal cortex. He did not feel any other treatment >-rould help 
because of his guilt feelings over acce ':-·tance of financial aid f r om the 
church. An interpretation vms given the -vr.Lfe so that she would not "nag" 
him and treat him as the little boy she had previously considered him to 
be. An attempt was made wi t h this l'lfoman to place the patient on a basis 
of being the man of t he house, in order to give him some measure of 
st ability >'lhen he left the hospital. The patient had a great need to 
have his Hife dependent on him, rather than the r elatives, and by doing 
this interpretation to t he \'life an attempt i·ms made to give him thi s 
feeling. 
~unnnary 
There -v;ere many complicated pres sur es on this man. He -vras in 
gr e at conflict. First, these pressures were used to bring him into a 
t r eat ment, but only with the promise of help in solving his pr oblems 
of home and employment • The minister was used as a supportive measure. 
The patient '.'las able to take treatment Nhen he r ealized his adult 
responsibilities. 
No one pressure could have brought this man to a consideration 
of t r eatment. First, because he 11as too intellectual to be helped by 
channelization of his ego strengths, and second, because he had such 
resentment against his relatives that he did not real~' care too much 
vlhether they saw him sober or in an inebriated condition. The appeal 
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to this patient had to be a combination. ~·fuen the pressures began to 
mount,and he could no longer handle them all alone, he consented to 
take help in the form of a treatment. 
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CHAPTER VIII 
S~~y AND CONCLUSIONS 
This thesis has been writt en to shovr the results that have been 
fotmd in the study of fifteen male alcoholic patients, and h01.,r the 
environmental pressures on them affect their acceptance of some treatment 
plans. The cases presented Here active in the social service department 
of t he Washingtonian Hospital during the year s 1942 through 1950. Four 
main factors were to be determined. First, the pressures of the envir on-
ment present; second, the pressures that might aid the patient in his 
acceptance of treatment; third, the pressures that might hinder the 
acceptance of treatment; and fourth, the role of the social worker in 
using these pressures to help the patient make the best use of the 
hospital and accept treatment. 
A brief description of the hospital v.ras given to enable the 
reader to understand the treatments available, and to help point out the 
P'Jssibilities for t r eatment present in the hospital seeting. This 
mat erial was present ed to give a background for the study. 
Environraental pressures, pressures that aid t r eatment acceptance, 
and pressures that might hinder treatment acceptance v1e r e discussed 
to show the complexity of the situations met, and to point out vJhat 
might be accomplished by the social worker. 
The social worker's role and the services of the social service 
department >-rere discussed to shovt problems met, and to point out the 
possibilities for ivorking with the alcoholic. It has not been the hope 
of the >-n~iter to present all activities of the social t-iorker in the 
hospital. Only· those factor s that had some bearing on the cases under 
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study were given. 
Five cases were presented in detail to bring out the various 
aspects involved in helping the alcoholic to use .his environmental 
pressures to combat his alcoholism. They were choosen for their ability 
to demonstrate the various pressures present, and for their ability to be 
presented in a manner conducive to illustration of points previously 
discussed. 
In conclusion, we must see that some pert:.'inent points have been 
brought out. Pressures of the environment do have a definite bearing on 
the ability of the patient to accept treatment, in selected cases. It is 
not so in all cases, but these pressures may be causative factors in 
inebriation, and they do place conflict in the mind of the patients. 
There are certain pressures that have been folllld to be of aid in 
helping the alcoholic accept treatment. They are reality situations which 
the patient must face. It has been found that these pressures may be used 
for support in acceptance of treatment. It has also been found that 
these pressures must be in combination, as no one factor is enough to 
bring an alcoholic a new experience, which l-dll enable him to accept a 
treatment. 
There are certain pressures of the environment that may hinder 
treatment. The largest factors seem to be financial status and insecurity 
in its various forms. These can be overcome, but it is a difficult job 
for both social worker and patient. 
The social worker has a definite role to play with these men who 
are alcoholics and immobilized by their environment. It is in 
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this area t hat t r1e social vlorkers have the best chance to utilize their 
central position. It has been found that even small services c~n be of 
value in helping the patient to accept treatment. B.Y smoothing the road 
for the patient the social worker pr ovides a service that no other person 
is able to give. By utilizing pressures on the patient, 1dthin the 
limits of case ~<Iork principles, in order to help the patient to relat e 
and accept treatment, the social vlorker is fullfilling his role as a help 
to the client. 
The social worker then, is justified in using pressures to help 
br ing the patient to treatment. Without the treatment acceptance the 
patient would have nothing, and would be an alcoholic f or the rest of 
his life in the majority of cases. These pressures are brought to bear 
only as a me~s to an end, and are eliminated as soon as it is feasible 
after the patient accepts a plan of treatment. 
Pressures of the environment are a heavy weight on the alcoholic. 
~bst prevalent seems to be those of home and finances. These do not have 
to be destructive forces, and can be turned to help the patient. The 
method used is to get the patient to face his reality situation and to 
aid him in using his ovm strengths to help himself. 
Interpretation to relatives often alleviates undo pressure on the 
alcoholic, and gives him a better understanding. The same is true of 
interpretation to employers. The alcoholic cannot live in a solitary 
wo r ld, and the interpretation to his life associates is necessary to 
help t he patient accept treatment. 
The patient >tho is an alcoholic may be helped by the very same 
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environmental pressures that originally "\'fere factors contributing to his 
I 
alcoholism. The time element in the presentation of these pressures is j 
the crucial point. This calls for much case \'lark skill. The patient does I 
not have to be destroyed by his environmental p :;:·essures. With the help I 
of the social worker, doctor, relatives and his employer he may often be 
brought into a situation where he may accept treatment plans and start 
on the road to rehabilitation. 
Approved 
Richa r d K. Conant 
Dean 
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